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06.04.2022 Both parties are represented.

With the following order, I intend to dispose
of this Misc(J) Case.

Petitioner's  case  in  succinct  is  that  Sanjib
Chandra Biswas during his lifetime purchased
land measuring 1 katha under Dag No. 707
and 708 (both old), 1231 (new) covered by
PP No. 203 (old) 269(new) of Tezpur Town
2nd part,  Mouza: Mahabhairab, P.O & amp;
P.S. Tezpur, Dist. Sonitpur, Assam along with
an  Assam  type  house  with  verandah,
bathroom  and  well  comprising  Municipal
Holding No. 314 and 536 of ward no. 2 of
Tezpur  Municipality  from  one  Manoranjan
Das, son of Late Nikunja Das of Kumargaon,
Tezpur Town through a registered sale deed
being  no.  2151  for  the  year  1983  dated
21.07.1983  of  Tezpur  Sub  Registry.  Sanjib
Chandra Biswas married Swarnaprava Biswas
and they  had the  petitioners,  the  opposite
party  no.  1  and  Subrata  Biswas  as  their
children.
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That  Sanjib  Chandra  Biswas  and
Swarnaprava  Biswas  had  six  daughter  i.e.
the  petitioners  and  2  (two)  sons  i.e.  the
opposite  party  no.  1  and  Subrata  Biswas.
Swarnaprava  Biswas  died  long  back  while
Sanjib Chandra Biswas died in the year 1991
and one of their sons namely Subrata Biswas
died  on  03.04.2021  leaving  behind  the
opposite  party  no.  2  as  his  sole  heir  and
successor.

That  after  the death  of  their  father  Sanjib
Chandra Biswas, the opposite party no. 1 has
been  paying  land  revenue  and  Municipal
holding  tax  of  Municipal  board  for  the
schedule land and house/structures standing
thereon  for  and  on  behalf  of  himself,
petitioners and opposite party no. 2.

That  the  petitioners  upon  enquiry  in  the
Circle  Office  found that  on 07.05.1999 the
opposite  parties  mutated  their  names  by
filing Mutation Case being no. 224/98-99 by
virtue of inheritance behind the back of the
petitioners. The opposite parties suppressed
the names of the petitioners while filing the
Mutation case as stated above. The opposite
parties claimed that now they have become
the absolute owners and possessors of the
schedule land.

That after the petitioners came to know that
opposite  party  no.  1  and  2  mutated  the
schedule  land  behind  their  back  on
05.03.2021  the  petitioners  also  filed  a
mutation case before Circle office, Tezpur for
mutation  their  names  along  with  opposite
party no. 1 and 2 by way of inheritance and
the matter is now pending before the Circle
Officer, Tezpur. Contd...
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That the petitioners have 6/8th share in the
schedule land and house/structures standing
thereon jointly with the opposite parties. The
opposite  parties  have  2/8th  shares  in  the
schedule land as inherited from Late Sanjib
Chandra Biswas.

That  the opposite  parties denied the right,
title and interest of the petitioners in respect
of the schedule land and the opposite party
no.  1  is  also  trying  to  construct  the  RCC
Building  over  the  schedule  land  illegally
without  any  partition  and  when  the
petitioners and their relatives protested the
opposite  parties  threatened  the  petitioners
and their relatives of dire consequences.

Hence, the petitioners have filed the instant
case under Order XXXIX Rule 1 and 2 read
with  section  151  of  CPC  for  granting
temporary  injunction  against  the  opposite
parties to protect their share in the schedule
land.

To  support  their  claim,  petitioners  have
submitted  photocopies  of  jamabandi,  sale
deed,  mutation  case  filed  on  05.03.2021
before  Circle  Office  by  the  plaintiffs  with
money  receipt  regarding  office  Mutation
charge for Urban area, legal heirs certificate
of  Bipul  Chandra  Das  issued  by  Ex  Ward
Commissioner  Ward  No.  2,  Tezpur
Municipality  Board  and  land  revenue  pay
receipt with respect to the suit land.

Despite  multiple  opportunities  opposite
parties  have  failed  to  file  any  written
objection.

I have perused the case record. I have also Contd...
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heard  the  learned  advocates  for  both  the
parties.

The  petitioners  have  instituted  a
corresponding  Title  Suit  No.  101/2021  for
partition  of  the  suit  land  by  metes  and
bounds and recovery of separate possession,
eviction, permanent and perpetual injunction
against the opposite parties.

Perusal  of  the  petition  along  with  other
aforementioned  submitted  documents
regarding the suit  land prima facie  reveal
that there is a bona fide contention between
the  parties  with  respect  to  right,  title  and
interest and  possession of the petitioners on
the suit land.

Therefore,  any  attempt  by  the  opposite
parties  to  evict  the  petitioners  during  the
pendency  of  the  corresponding  Title  Suit
would prejudice the petitioners in the event
of success in the corresponding Title Suit.

Considering the above circumstances, it can
be seen that the petitioners have shown a
clear  necessity  for  affording  immediate
protection  to  their  alleged  right/interest
which  otherwise would be seriously injured. 

For the grant of equitable relief in favour of
the petitioners, they should have right, title
or  interest  in  the  property.  Also,  plaintiffs
must show that in the event of his success in
the  suit,  they  will  not  have  the  proper
remedy  in  being  awarded  adequate
damages. Therefore, in such a scenario, any
attempt by the opposite parties to evict the
petitioners  from  the  suit  land  which  is  a
subject matter of dispute as contended to be Contd...
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a  joint  unpartitioned  property  of  the
petitioners  and  the  opposite  parties  in  the
corresponding  Title  Suit  shall  cause
irreparable  damage  to  the  petitioners.
Further, along with presence of a prima facie
case,  likelihood of  irreparable  injury  to the
petitioners for  the grant  of  injunction,  it  is
also for the Court to be satisfied and  take
into consideration the comparative  mischief
or  inconvenience  likely  to  arise  from
withholding  injunction  will  be  greater  than
which  is  likely  to  arise  from  granting
injunction. 

In  Dalpat  Kumar  Vs  Prahlad  Singh  & Ors,
AIR  1993  SC  276  ,  the  Hon'ble  Supreme
Court of India  while considering the balance
of convenience observed that the Court while
exercising discretion in granting or refusing
injunction  should  exercise  sound  judicial
discretion  and  should  attempt  to  weigh
substantial  mischief  or  injury  likely  to  be
caused  to  the  parties,  and  in  the  case  of
refusal of injunction should compare it with
that  which  is  likely  to  be  caused  to  the
opposite parties, if the injunction is granted. 

Considering  the  aforesaid  position  in  law
along with  perusal  of  the  case  record and
submitted  documents,  it  is  seen  that  the
mischief likely to be caused to the petitioners
in  the  event  of  non  grant  of  temporary
injunction outweighs any prejudice likely to
be caused to the Opposite parties.

Further,  as  observed  in  Colgate  Palmolive
(India)  Ltd.  Vs.  Hindustan  Lever  Ltd.,  AIR
1999 SC 3105,  the Hon'ble Supreme Court
observed -
“that  the other considerations which ought Contd...
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to  weigh  with  the  Court  hearing  the
application  or  petition  for  the  grant  of
injunctions are as below:
i)  Extent  of  damages  being  an  adequate
remedy;
ii) Protect the plaintiff's interest for violation
of his rights though however having regard
to  the  injury  that  may be  suffered by the
defendants by reason therefore;
iii) The Court while dealing with the matter
ought not to ignore the factum of strength
of one party's case being stronger than the
others;
iv) No fixed rules or notions ought to be had
in the matter of grant of injunction but on
the facts and circumstances of each case the
relief being kept flexible;
v) The issue is to be looked from the point
of  view  as  to  whether  on  refusal  of  the
injunction  the  plaintiff  would  suffer
irreparable loss and injury  keeping in  view
the strength of the parties' case;
vi) Balance of convenience or inconvenience
ought  to  be  considered  as  an  important
requirement  even  if  there  is  a  serious
question  or  prima facie  case in  support  of
the grant;
vii)  Whether  the  grant  or  refusal  of
injunction will adversely affect the interest of
general  public  which  can  or  cannot  be
compensated otherwise.

Hence, considering the surrounding facts and
circumstances  and  on  basis  of
preponderance of probabilities it is seen that
balance of convenience lies in favour of the
petitioners  as  irreparable  injury  would  be
caused to them in the event of success in
the corresponding Title Suit as they will not
have the  proper  remedy in  being awarded Contd...
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adequate damages. 

Therefore, on the grounds of satisfaction of
prima facie case, balance of convenience in
favour  of  the  petitioners  and  likelihood  of
irreparable loss and injury to be caused to
the petitioners, there appears lucid necessity
to afford immediate protection to the alleged
right or interest of the petitioners in the suit
land. 

With the submitted documents  and on the
face  of  allegations  by  the  petitioners  and
counter allegations by the opposite parties, it
is deemed fit to pass an order of status quo
till  the  final  disposal  of  Title  Suit  no.
101/2021.

Therefore, it  is deemed fit  by the Court to
pass  an  order  directing  the  parties  to
maintain status quo with respect to the suit
land.  By order of  status quo it  is  specified
that both parties shall refrain from initiating
any  construction,  sale  or  attempt  to  evict.
With  respect  to  the  suit  land  and  both
parties shall maintain peace till the disposal
of the corresponding Title Suit No. 101/2021.

The prayer for temporary injunction by the
petitioners are hereby allowed to the extent
of maintaining status quo as specified above
with respect to the suit land. 

The instant Misc(J) Case is hereby disposed
of.
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